The use of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation and vagal nerve stimulation in the treatment of depression.
Patients with depressive disorders often fail to respond to standard antidepressant medications and have few available treatment alternatives. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation and vagal nerve stimulation have been developed and investigated over the last 10 years as potential treatment options for this and other psychiatric conditions. The aim of this paper is to review recent therapeutic trials of these techniques. Recent studies appear to have confirmed that standard left-sided repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation has antidepressant efficacy, but that the degree of clinical effect may be somewhat limited. Promising data are emerging suggesting that other approaches, including right unilateral repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation and sequential bilateral stimulation, may have equal or potentially greater effects. The evidence for the effectiveness of vagal nerve stimulation remains restricted to the primary company-sponsored trials. Although limited, these data suggest that valuable treatment effects may develop over time. Further repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation research should actively investigate novel stimulation approaches before high-frequency left-sided stimulation is accepted as the standard approach. Given the invasive nature of vagal nerve stimulation and potential side effects, further research is urgently required. This should include the development of predictors of clinical response and definition of stimulation parameters with enhanced efficacy.